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Liberating the Creative



Understanding 
the science 
behind what 
drives the power 
of influencer

The importance 
of emotions in 
measuring 
successful 
influencer 
content

How 
understanding 
creativity can help 
find you the 
perfect match

Key 
Takeaways



Human-to-human
Connection



As we spent more 

time online during the 

pandemic, Influencers 

brought us a welcome 

distraction and helped 

us stay positive in 

times of uncertainty.

Influencers offer support and a sense 
of connection  when it’s needed most

44%

43%

36%

33%

26%

26%

25%

Offered welcome distractions

Helped me feel positive

Provided a sense of normality

Offered encouragement

Provided a greater sense of community

Offered relatable content to the situation we’re in

Provided insight into the current situation

Provided a sense of companionship

23%

Helped me stay connected to my industry/professional network
17%

14%
Influenced my post COVID-19 plans



The Power
They connect:

- 63% of consumers trust influencers opinions about a brand 

more than what a brand says about themselves

They convert:

- 58% of consumers have bought a new product in the last 6 

months directly because of an influencer’s recommendation,

of Influencer



Our Theory 

Higher personal 

relevance

Higher emotional 

response



Creativity drives emotion. 
Emotion drives memory.
Memory drives recall. 
Recall drives sales. 

TV ads 

Micro and macro 
influencer ads

TV Ads vs. Influencer Ads

TV, FB. YT

No Influencer 
TV, FB, YT 

Post-Influencer

TV, FB/IG and YT Ads

When compared to TV 
advertisements, influencer content 
registers as 277% more emotionally 
intense and 87% more memorable



Emotions Drive Memories

““People will forget what you said,
people will forget what you did, 
but people will never forget 
how you made them feel.

Maya Angelou



Our emotional positioning analysis is based on the 22 emotions 
identified by UC Berkeley as the emotions we use for strategic decision 
making. Analysing a client’s competitive set allows us to identify the 
white space opportunity and helps inform the development of content 
strategies.

We Leverage Emotion Over Promotion
Because Human Connection 
Delivers Results

Admiration Adoration
Aesthetic

Appreciation
Amusement Calmness

Empathetic 

Pain
Entrancement

Excitement Inspiration Interest Joy Knowledge Nostalgia

Pride Relief

Awe

Sadness Satisfaction Sexual Desire Surprise WarmthRomance



At Whalar, we use Biometric Testing to get to the 
heart of what consumers feel



Content is selected to test based on social 
performance data

Respondents are exposed to creative in a 
simulation similar to a social media feed

Webcam and facial tracking used to 
monitor biometric responses

Creative follow-up questions are asked

Creative Report
Test Environment & Research Flow



@kealiamae @shawn_booth18 @smasheton@stormiknight_

Positive emotional responses %
Benchmark 25%

57 53 50

Under Armour Hovr content triggered a strong emotional response. 
Those that showcased movement tended to be more emotive.

@sydneyolson

5455
Example 
Report



The talent sparked a nice variety of emotion from 
inspiration to admiration and aesthetic appreciation.

Interest (23%)

Inspiration (17%)

Satisfaction (17%)

Excitement (18%)

Joy (16%)

Admiration (14%) Interest (14%)

Inspiration (11%)

Aesthetic 

Appreciation (10%)

Interest (19%)

Inspiration (14%)

Excitement (12%)

@kealiamae

@sydneyolson

@shawn_booth18

@smasheton

@stormiknight_

Inspiration (19%)

Interest (18%)

Admiration (12%)

Example 
Report



How likely would you be to:?

Sparking that strong emotional response clearly links to 
driving consumers to action

Average intent to purchase: 48%

(% of respondents answering 7+ out of 10)

Example 
Report



Showcasing movement creates stopping power in the Instagram feed and 
draws the eye from image to caption.

10.5% 12.1% 9.9% 14.8%% of time Example 
Report



Through facial coding we can pinpoint the emotive parts of the 
video. Surprise peaks when Stormi showcases her shoes and we see 
a later peak in  surprise when she focuses in on the leggings.

% of time

25.2%

Happiness   | Surprise

Example 
Report



Unlocking the key to success

@thekitchenmccabe

Make the brand integral to the 
emotive story

If the brand was removed, the post 
wouldn’t make sense

and drive consumers to action

Achieving this will boost  brand recall



We have proved time and again that when we successfully 
combine emotions and brand recall, purchase intent sees a 
huge shift

@space.ram

56% brand recall
(average: 45%)

60% positive emotions 
(average: 33%)

74% purchase intent
(average: 57%)



Diversity drives results
Content from BIPOC 

influencers drives 
higher brand recall

higher brand 
recall 

vs. 
White creators

BIPOC influencers 
create more emotive 

content

more likely to drive an 
intense positive 

emotional response 
vs.

White creators

7.4% 6.7%

Source: Whalar Creative Reports, 118 posts analysed, Mar 2020 - Mar 2021



Partnering with creators, not just 
influencers, helps us ensure every 
brand finds their perfect match.



Selecting the right talent, 
what to consider

● Ability to tell an emotive brand story

● Affinity, trust and authenticity

● Reach engagement rate (RER)

● Credibility score: fake followers/bots

● Comfortable with paid amplification, 

usage rights 

● Connected Insights 



What Emotions Do We 
Want To Evoke?

Who Is The Best 
Type of Creator To 
Evoke Those 
Emotions?

Is Our Casting 
Representative of the 
People We Want to 
Reach?

Selecting Your 
Perfect Influencer
3 Questions To Ask



Thanks
For Listening


